
 

 
 
 
  

ION* Gut + Microbiome FAQs 
  
  
How does ION* Gut + Microbiome work?  
  
The gut lining is a barrier, our first line of defense, working to protect our bloodstream (and the rest 
of our body) from toxic substances such as glyphosate, gluten, and other foreign particles. But just as 
importantly, it functions to allow the passage of beneficial nutrients. Preserving the integrity of this 
gut barrier is key to health.  
  
Instead of feeding your microbiome with various bacterial strains, ION* Gut + Microbiome works via 
carbon-based redox signaling to help the body's natural processes that maintain tight junction 
integrity in the epithelial layer of the gut lining. Think of ION* Gut + Microbiome primarily as a 
signal, not a nutrient. It provides a framework of communication for the gut bacteria, because of the 
ancient soil/bacteria carbon molecules it is derived from which, when stabilized, contain the same 
carbon-based redox signaling molecules produced by gut bacteria. ION* Gut + Microbiome supports 
innate communication channels between our microbiome, the cells that line our intestines, and 
other parts of the body.  
  
  
What is glyphosate and why is it harmful?  
 
Glyphosate is the active ingredient in the most commonly used weed killers, including Roundup. 
These weed killers are used broadly in agriculture and found in varying quantities throughout our 
environment. The volume of usage of this herbicide has led to reports of significant levels of 
glyphosate in water, air, rainfall, and even human breast milk. The World Health Organization 
classified glyphosate as a "probable human carcinogen", and it is implicated in a wide variety of 
human health disorders.   
 
ION* Gut + Microbiome functions as a response to glyphosate and gluten impact by improving the 
gut lining's ability to keep out these detrimental elements and promoting increases in production of 
beneficial enzymes. ION* Gut + Microbiome promotes a healthy "firewall" in the gut and blood-brain 
barrier, to support a beneficial shift in the gut ecosystem as well as normal immune function. ION* 

Gut + Microbiome triggers your body to improve gut resilience to glyphosate within 16 minutes.  
 

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0354/2789/files/Glyphosate_article.pdf  
  
Is ION* FDA compliant?  
 
Yes! Our manufacturing and quality control teams adhere to all the FDA's current Good 
Manufacturing Practices (cGMPs) and do regular testing on ION* Gut + Microbiome for bacterial 
contamination, heavy metals, and overall product composition.   
Further, third-party testing has shown ION* to be non-toxic on sensitive kidney cells, even at very 
high concentrations.   

  
 



 

 
 
Is ION* vegan?  
 
Yes! All products in the ION* suite are vegan, naturally gluten-free, dairy-free, soy-free, latex-free, 
sulfite-free, preservative-free, non-GMO, and certified glyphosate residue free. They are all 
produced in a facility free of allergens, including peanuts and tree nuts.  

  
For how long should I take ION* Gut + Microbiome?  
 
You should take ION* Gut + Microbiome as long as you are getting exposure to those environmental 
factors known to impact the tight junctions in the gut lining, including gluten, glyphosate, and 
antibiotics. Organic, non-GMO, and gluten-free foods are great. However, avoiding exposure to 
glyphosate is the bigger challenge, as it has been shown to be contaminating even our rainwater.  
 
As with most supplements, you can expect to receive benefit as long as you are taking ION* Gut + 
Microbiome, and for a residual period afterwards.  
 
Every day, month, and year that goes by offers new opportunities for more diversity, and a deeper 
reservoir of cellular communication. ION* Gut + Microbiome is not a one-time fix for anything; ION* 
Gut + Microbiome is the foundation for a lifestyle of connectivity to the nature around you.   

   
Is ION* Gut + Microbiome similar to other fulvic or humic extracts/substances?  
 
ION* Gut + Microbiome is a balanced formula, comprised of a very unique family of carbon 
molecules with oxygen-binding sites that are produced by bacteria when they digest nutrients. We 
extract our primary ingredient from ancient soil that contains humic and fulvic substances.   
 
Fulvate (what ION* utilises) has not been acidified like fulvic acid and exists naturally in our source 
material, Leonardite.  

  
Oxygen atoms in fulvate molecules are partnered (chelated) with metal ions. Metal bridges between 
molecules allow electron transfer both within and across molecules which helps facilitate the 
communication aspect of ION*, what we refer to as redox signalling. This ability to enhance 
communication at the cellular level is what differentiates us from your average fulvic acid.  
 
When fulvate is acidified, oxygen atoms in fulvic acid are bound to hydrogen instead of metals. 
Hydrogen does not support electron transfer between molecules and therefore may not facilitate 
redox signaling.  

  
  
Where can I purchase ION*?  
 
ION* is available in our online store (uk.intelligenceofnature.com), on Amazon.co.uk, from many 
healthcare practitioners, and in many retail stores in the UK.   

If I have more questions, who do I call?  
More questions? Let’s connect! Email us at uk.info@intelligenceofnature.com.  

  
  
Usage Instructions:  



 

Adults and Children 3 and Over:   
  
For general gut-brain health, we recommend 1 teaspoon of ION* Gut + Microbiome 3x/day. Optimal 
support is achieved when taken 30 minutes prior to meals, but you can take it immediately before, 
with, or after a meal, (or on an empty stomach) and still receive benefit.  
  
Sensitive Adult Usage:   
  
Results can vary with initial ION* Gut + Microbiome usage, with many customers reporting rapid and 
profound early results. These results are not the direct effects of the supplement itself, but instead 
reflect the innate healing process that occurs in a body as the firewall system is optimally up and 
running. There is a subset of individuals, however, that can experience symptoms of tiredness, 
headache, bloating/increased gas, or bowel changes. If you feel you may be sensitive to the changes 
that can occur as your innate defenses and capacity for water/nutrient absorption are restored, we 
suggest a slower approach. Start with 1/8 teaspoon of ION* Gut + Microbiome daily, increasing 
usage slowly, as tolerated, to get to recommended label usage.   
  
Why should I be taking ION* Gut + Microbiome?  
 
Currently, 80% of the population suffers from gas, bloating, indigestion, and heartburn, all stemming 
from poor gut health. But when you factor in inflammation that is caused by poor gut health, those 
are just the tip of the iceberg. Given the number of symptoms, conditions, and diseases that chronic 
inflammation is responsible for, it quickly becomes clear why maintaining your gut health is so 
important.   
  
So why do we suddenly need help maintaining our gut health? To start, overprescribed antibiotics, 
glyphosate damage, and a lost connection with our environment. Our microbiome is not thriving as 
it should, and neither are we. Rather than address a specific medical condition with a narrowly-
targeted supplement, ION* Gut + Microbiome takes a holistic approach and helps maintain the 
strength of our immune system to create an environment that supports total body and mind 
health.   
  
Is ION* Gut + Microbiome similar to probiotics or enzymes?  
 

ION* Gut + Microbiome is not a prebiotic, a probiotic, or a direct source of enzymes. It contains zero 
bacteria. We need a much more diverse microbiome than one can achieve by replicating the same 
strands of bacteria over and over (this monoculture can happen when we take probiotics).    
  
ION* Gut + Microbiome is unique in that it naturally enhances the diversity of your individual 
microbiome. It works as a communication network that gives our bodies the tools to create their 
own bacterial ecosystem again - that ecosystem that has been wiped out by environmental toxins 
such as antibiotics and pesticides. Without the communication network, there will always be 
overgrowth of certain species and underrepresentation of others.   
  
Note: Please consult your healthcare practitioner concerning the addition or removal of probiotics 
and digestive enzymes in your personal regimen; as each person is unique, we cannot make 
individual recommendations.    

  
Is ION* Intelligence of Nature the same as RESTORE?  
 
We did not change our formula with our latest brand refresh.   



 

  
We captured lightning in a bottle with Terrahydrite, the innovative and all-natural blend utilised 
across our entire product line. And while we have made great strides to improve messaging, package 
our product more sustainably, and create transparent labeling, we have no plans of altering what is 
actually in the bottle.  

 


